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Avaya Aura(TM) Communication Manager and CM Messaging
(R6.0) Implementation Exam

Whilst every care has been taken by iPass4Sure to ensure that the information contained
in this publication is correct and complete, it is possible that this is not the case.
iPass4Sure provides the publication "as is", without any warranty for its soundness,
suitability for a different purpose or otherwise. iPass4Sure is not liable for any damage
which has occurred or may occur as a result of or in any respect related to the use of
this publication. iPass4Sure may change or terminate this publication at any time without
further notice and shall not be responsible for any consequence(s) arising there from.
Subject to this disclaimer, iPass4Sure is not responsible for any contributions by third
parties to this publication.
Copyright holder "ipass4sure.com" does not allow copy, distribution, reselling and
reproduction of full or any part of the document. Strict action will be taken including
lawsuit against violation. Please report violations at copyrights@ipass4sure.com
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
All rights reserved.
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QUESTION: 1
When troubleshooting a system fault, if the web interface or SAT are unavailable, which
method should be used?

A. SAL
B. TTY2
C. CLI
D. MODEM

Answer: C
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QUESTION: 2
Which two series support RAID 5 configuration for CM6.0? (Choose two)
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A. S8730 Server with 8 GB RAM
B. S8800 Server with 12 GB RAM
C. S8510 Server with 8 GB RAM
D. S8300D Server with 8 GB RAM
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Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 3
Hunt group number 99, with group extension 4199, is administered for messaging.
Which command needs to be executed at the SAT terminal to troubleshoot hunt group
99?

A. Shoe tracelog huntgroup 4199
B. View logs real time huntgroup 99
C. Display real time logs hunt group 99
D. List trace hunt-group 4199

Answer: D

QUESTION: 4
A customer needs to set up SIP integration on Communication Manager Messaging
Application 6.0 What are three pieces of information that are needed to meet this
requirement? (Choose three)
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A. Signaling group number
B. SIP domain
C. Transport Method
D. Extension length
E. Hunt Group number

Answer: B, C, D

QUESTION: 5
Which three are tests that can be performed to Verify a communication manager
Messaging 6.0 application is working properly? (Choose three)
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A. Verify the hunt group status
B. Check the messaging port status using the display port command
C. Call the messaging Hunt Group
D. Check the messaging port status using the status port command
E. Perform message waiting indication test
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Answer: A, C, E

QUESTION: 6
On a media gateway G450, which slots are permitted for the MM 342?

A. V1 and V2
B. V6 and V6
C. V3 and V8
D. V5 and V7

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
A customer is planning to upgrade from CM 5X to CM 6.0 an existing 8510 server.
What is the total minimum memory requirement for this upgrade?

A. 4 GB RAM
B. 8 GB RAM
C. 12 GB RAM
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